
High Holiday Kid-Related Job Instructions 2018/5779 

 
Post-Service Supervision 
Post-Service Supervision takes place OUTSIDE on the front steps and in the circle leading to 
Hebrew College. Kids should not be permitted to walk along the wall or to go around to the 
back of the building either through the parking lot or around the wall by the circle. 
If it is raining, then the PSS people should not go outside, but should assist with whatever 
indoor supervision may be needed. 
 
If is raining when you first check if kids are outside (or if it starts to rain when 
you are already outside and kids refuse to go inside), then please enlist other adult help to 
inform their parents, who should take responsibility. Do not leave children outside in in heavy 
rain without informing their parents. It is the responsibility of those assigned to Post Service 
Supervision to prevent dangerous or life/property-threatening activities. It is not a babysitting 
role. Parents are responsible for the behavior and safety of their own children. If you are 
concerned about a child’s behavior, you may escort the child to their parents even if it means 
leaving the area unattended. 
 
Traditionally, Indoor Post-Service Supervision has not been assigned, as the hallways are 
already covered by the assigned “(sh)ushers.” Any adult who sees children behaving in an 
unsafe or disruptive manner may remind them of the rules and/or escort them to their parents 
or to one of the babysitters. 
 
Kids’ Snack Duties 
Rachel Coben is in charge of food for Kids Kiddush. 
On Day 1 of Rosh Hashanah and on Yom Kippur, Kids Kiddush will be served in the long hallway. 
On Day 2 of Rosh Hashanah, Kids Kiddush will be served inside the Family Friendly service in 
Berenson.  
 
SET-UP (11:00–11:45) 
One babysitter will be available to assist the 2 families who are assigned to this job. Please 
meet in the minyan storage room at 11:00. The food and supplies will be located there and will 
be labeled. Rachel Coben will also by there to guide you and answer questions.  
 
Because of the reduced numbers of Minyan kids and by popular demand, this year we are 
returning to the traditional self-serve kiddush buffet. Preparation for kids kiddush will include: 
washing fruit and slicing apples, slicing or separating bagels, putting cream cheese on ⅓ of 
bagels, filling pitchers with water, arranging the food on plates and bowls, and gathering the 
necessary paper goods, including small plates, cups, and napkins.  
 
Foods being served include bagels (kids may take plain or with cream cheese or apply their own 
cream cheese), snap peas, sliced apples, possibly grapes or baby carrots, oreos, crackers, juice 
and pitchers of water. Adult kiddush supervisors will have squeeze bottles of honey to dollop 



on kids plates as requested. Slicing and washing will take place at the small kitchen outside of 
Berenson. You are responsible for washing the utensils and cutting boards after use.  
 

OVERSIGHT (11:45–12:30) 
Your job is to make sure kids behave reasonably and calmly as they take food, and that they do 
not overdose on cookies and crackers. Please let kids know that they need to eat while seated 
on the hallway benches, and that food cannot be brought into the classrooms or upstairs. You 
also monitor the food supply, refilling and reallocating as needed. 
 
When you arrive, check in with the food set-up crew to find out where the extra supplies have 
been tucked away. Please keep an eye out to make sure kids stay seated and in the hallway 
while eating. There should be NO FOOD OR DRINK IN ANY OF THE CLASSROOMS. 
 
CLEAN-UP (12:30 until finished) 
Collect leftover food and supplies from the snack tables outside of the children’s rooms and 
return them to the minyan storage room. Use common sense to reseal, wrap, and refrigerate 
items as needed. Discard food that will not be fit for consumption the next day. Wash and dry 
the serving and preparation items. Put them in an obvious place for the next 
set-up crew. 
 


